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Cartoon Violence 
My recent studio practice consists primarily of printmaking, most commonly relief techniques. Individual blocks carved from wood or 
linoleum are hand-printed in overlapping configurations with one another 
in order to produce more complex compositions. I am currently working 
with a "morgue" of over nine hundred images. By utilizing hundreds of 
corresponding cut paper shapes as masks, I am able to form nearly limitless 
relationships between these blocks each time I print. 
Though printmaking is defined in part by its ability to produce multiple, 
unchanging impressions from a fixed matrix, I am particularly invested in 
its mutable and recombinant potential. Working in the modular fashion 
I've described above exploits qualities intrinsic to the medium, such as the 
ability to easily alter color or composition from impression to impression, 
and to devise simple changes that can dramatically shift meaning. I am 
also indebted to the heritage of the woodcut, screen-print, and the street 
poster in the service of political propaganda. As an activist, I deliberately 
produce images within this conceptual-historical framework. 
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